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is designed to give basic math problems at
? level which will challenge each person to advance and to
t)elp him solve difficult problems.

1.
RUN and press I1IReturn"
2. The computer asks if you want to use color or black
and white. Type 0 (for B/W) or 1 (for color) and press
14Return".
3. The computer asks your name. Type your name and
press 41Return".
4. A list of choices appears.
1. ADDITION
2. SUBTRACTION
3. MULTIPLICATION
4. DIVISION
Type the number (1 to 4) which indicates the kind of
problems you want to do. Press I4Return".
If you select division problems, the computer asks if you
want some of the problems to have remainders. Type YES
or NO and press 14Return".

5. The computer then asks whether you want to use the
same first number in each
orwhether you prefer
random numbers.
If you type 1 you can then choose one number which
will be used in each of your
This is es[)eclalliv
if you are
one of your nnI18+lnllld"""·+i,..,.....
tables.
If you type both
in each .......,..
will be
chosen at random.
1 or 2 and press IIReturnU/T.
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a number and press IIReturn".
If you are a ho.r'unl"'Ro&" start with a low number.
If you
know you
choose a number
which will be
to you. The number you
which will be used in
sets the
Ii m it of the
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If you don't know your skill
type 0 and press 44Return". A
will
you establish your
correct
level. The computer will
you a nl'" ..
You type in your answer
the
color numbers
appear as you
then press II Retu rn". If you answer
the fi rst
the computer wi II
you
Dr()an~s~iivp.llv harder problems until you miss one. This
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level for you. If you miss
the first
the computer
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6. You are then asked to indicate your skill level.
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After your skill level' has been
the computer
asks how many questions you wish to do.
5 or 10
at first.
the number and press 44Return". The computer prints a problem for you in big colored numbers. If
your answer is correct, the computer tells you so. Watch
the bottom part of the screen for remarks about how you
are
and for instructions.
If your answer is wrong, the computer tells you that too
isn't
It
you another chance at the same
In fact, if you miss it a second time you still
get to try once more. But.on the third error, the computer screen becomes a blackboard and shows you how to
do that
step
step.
The computer
you another problem.
you answered
the
on the first try, your
level will be advanced to the next number. Your level
is indicated in big numbers on the bottom
of the
screen. If you missed the
question your level
will be down one point.
9. When the chosen number of
have been given,
the computer shows you your score. The score indicates
the percentage of the
which you answered
on the fi rst try.
10. The comptuer asks if you want to do it
If you
type NO and press IIReturn" the program
end. If
you type YES and press 44Return" the program will
for your

DIVISION PROBLEMS WITH REMAINDERS
If you have selected division problems with remainders
some of the problems will have remainders. If you think
there is a remainder, type the answer (but not the remainder)
and press IIReturn". If there is a remainder, the computer
will display a
REMAINDER instruction near the
bottom of the screen. Type the remainder. Notice that it
appears after the big R which is now on the screen. Press
IIReturn". The computer will tell you whether your answer
is correct or not.

You shouldn't have any, but in case you do check out
the
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- Check computer by
- Be sure computer has
program
- Turn computer off, set tape up at
and start over.
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of tone

- Use IIErr
section of computer manual to
determine the cause.
- Reload program.
3.

hit Reset"
on~ssllna IIControl" and
- Return to Basic
at the same ti mes
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Can't Clear Screen To Restart 1lJ1i"A'",nr~1I'Y"i
- Enter these
and press IIReturn" after
each one:
- TEXT Return"
- POKE
Return"
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Now your program should have started. If it doesn't we
both have fi'"'\\.,.r~IhHi!"\nt"IlC'
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